Pennsylvania Welcomes Men of Class of '61

PHILADELPHIA, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1967

Freshman Issue

Pictured above are many of the buildings of the University. In the center is Dr. Garfield P. Harwell, president of the University. On the top row (left to right) are the Library, College Hall and the Entrance entrance.

On the second row are Logan Hall and Franklin Field. In the lower left is Diehrich Hall, home of the judges, while in the lower right is Houston Hall with the tower of Irvine Auditorium in the background.
We Welcome You
To Penn

THE EDDIE JACOBS, LTD. label carries a big responsibility for men who are not interested in second best. It assures you a distinctive original, moderately priced. No copy, but a “first”... often imitated, never duplicated. EDDIE JACOBS’ apparel introduces an entirely new experience in ease, freedom and casual good looks. After your first EDDIE JACOBS sport coat, suit, trousers or topcoat, other clothes will become cumbersome and confining by comparison. And, of course, the care and tailoring skill traditionally associated with the EDDIE JACOBS, LTD. label will be found in EDDIE JACOBS’ furnishings. Imported materials of the finest qualities with textures, designs and colorings woven exclusively for us made the EDDIE JACOBS, LTD. collection an attraction known and respected the world over.

EDDIE JACOBS LTD. — BALTIMORE • PHILADELPHIA
CLOTHES OF CHARACTER

EDDIE JACOBS, Ltd.
3417 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.

Charge accounts for both students and parents are invited, and may be taken out immediately. You’ll find that an EDDIE JACOBS charge account will be one of your most coveted holdings.
College Life Offers Challenge of Independence to Students

In too long a time, you, the Class of 1961, will be subjected to the University of Pennsylvania's annual welcoming ritual. You will see by the schedule appearing in this issue that the University has arranged a series of social functions, regattas, filling out forms and in general getting acquainted with the University. The events of Freshman Week are well planned but they are unable to entirely prepare the average incoming freshman for the challenge he will face next college classes.

Now is the time to easy oneself for what lies ahead by preparing or at least considering a few words of advice: Soon you must decide how best to spend your time so as to fulfill your course requirements and at the same time you must decide what activities to "beef up" for and you must also decide whether you wish to join a social activity, particularly if it falls during the week school starts.

It is important to remember from the start that the University has accepted the responsibility of educating you and that in turn obligates you to fulfill this trust by making all other interests secondary to your studies. This does not mean that the social and extracurricular sides of life must be neglected but it does mean that your obligation to the University is not as great as your obligation to yourself.

The extracurricular side of University life is of great importance for it is here that the individual becomes broadened in a new world of experiences, and it is here that certain lessons are learned that cannot be learned in the classroom. You will have ample opportunity to develop close relations and communicate with others, how to take and give orders when the situation demands it and how to accept responsibility and to fulfill the best of his ability to the best of his ability and to a function to the best of his ability.

On the social side of the college you will find that your first semesters at the University will be rather slow in this respect. You will be involved in the process of trying to develop a social network and pledging of fraternity things pick up. This of course makes your freshman year a whirlwind of党和国家 and fraternity activities. Fraternities do, however, serve other purposes as they supply companionship, friends with common interests, a sense of belonging and a good place to eat and sleep.

Penn Welcomes Freshmen Sept. 15; Undergrad Will Hold Activities Night

Frosh, Activities Will Meet Sept. 18

The members of the Class of 1961 will have the opportunity to be signed up to the type and range of extracurricular activities at the University. The University will be opened on September 18, through the Activities registration program in Houston Hall.

Sponsored by the faculty of the student government, the Undergraduate Council of Activities, Freshman Night, will provide frosh a chance to meet members of various organizations and to participate in various activities. During the evening frosh will be given their first opportunity to sign up for extracurricular activities at the University.

Representatives of most of the university organizations will be in Houston Hall between 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. Each representative will explain the organization and the duties and privileges of membership.

Freshman Frosh Camp Is First Meeting Of Members of Class of 1961

A three day camp opening prior to the opening of the formal Frosh week will afford the members of the Class of 1961 a chance to meet other leaders and members of student groups.

 Held Thursday, September 12; through Sunday, September 15, of the camp, sponsored by the Christian Association, is Green Lake, Pennsylvanian Frosh men's invitation for the attending and approximately 150 men.

The highlight of the event is the formulation of the class cheer by the class that is the cheer for the entire group.

Frosh Register September 21

Registration for the members of the Class of 1961 will take place at the Parnassus Gymnasium Saturday, September. Although this event is open to all of the students of the class, it will be limited to paid tuition and general fees as well as room and board for the first semester.

These students who have been granted scholarships will receive their scholarship differences during the registration procedures. All others will receive class advisor and select their courses for the first semester.

The Freshman Frosh registration will also include registration for the fall semester. This will be a period for the students of the class to determine the courses to be taken for the fall semester.

The office of the Registrar will also be open to all students of the class to register for all courses, both for the fall and spring semesters. The time for which Frosh are registered for both semesters will be September 17-18.

Penn Welcomes Freshmen Sept. 15: Undergrad Will Hold Activities Night

Freshman Week Held Sept. 15-22

To introduce the men of the Class of 1961 to the University, the University has scheduled many activities to familiarize them with the University life and take them from September 15 to 22.

A complete schedule of the events of Freshman Week is published on page 14 and contains the full schedule of activities. The Class of 1961 are urged to attend, the schedule is filled with as many activities as possible.

Most also, discuss extracurricular activities, attend meetings of various organizations and to respond to problems relative to their offices, student protests and to events including dances, outdoor events, various social activities, discussing the courses, meeting new people, and participating in various activities.

Opportunities at Pennsylvania Cited by President Harrnell In Open Letter to Freshmen
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Gridiron Prospects Bright As Quakers Seek Ivy Crown

University Institute New Program For Coumelling Freshsmen Students; Plan Includes Residents, Commuters

Graduate Students Serve as Counsellors; Program Will Be Completely Voluntary

To assist freshmen in making the transition from secondary school to college life, the University has instituted a new counseling program which will utilize both graduate and undergraduate students and administrative and student organizations at the University.

Wearing a Freshman Dink Marks Class Unity; Frosh, Sophs Will Compete During Dink Week

The usuals of University history consistently tell of the hard task of Pennsylvania football fans and their participation in this old custom by erecting their bears with some sense of dignity and pride around the campus.

The Freshman Dink is at once a Dink and a Freshman Week tie. It also records the game and the dominant part of the season when Dinks are defended and prove their superiority. Today, because Dinks are confined to the wearing of the dink and the dinking Week games, the Freshman Week game is worn.

Throughout Fall

The first tradition of Pennsylvania en- thereby forth. The Dinks can be purchased in Hanston Hall and they are worn throughout the fall. As a symbol of unity, the Dink enables members of the Freshman Class to recognize each other by their unique and not to say unique appearance. The Dink serves as a symbol for the recognition which tells football who are the true members of the Freshman Class. The dink is a product of the Freshman and should it be wearer is a sign of the Freshman and try to interest him in his organization.

The wearing of the Dink is more than a symbol of unity; it intruding form which marks class unity in the growth of Pennsylvania.

A Sophomore "J". kerb after the first of the year. The dinking Week game is worn in the dink and the dinking Week games, the Freshman Week game is worn.
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Student Government at University Centered in Undergraduate Council

Among the numerous phases of life at the University, the one which entails the greatest amount of organizational cooperation is the system of representative government organized at Pennsylvania.

The Undergraduate Council of the University is a group of men who are undergraduates whose purpose is to be represented by the officials of the Undergraduate Council in the University of Pennsylvania. For the academic year 1956-57, Joseph E. McNally, Jr., chairman of the Undergraduate Council, will be charged with the task of keeping in touch with the organizations which he represents.

The Undergraduate Council members include the presidents of the four underclassman divisions, the head of each of the four religious organizations on campus, and the head of the social service house societies and the judicial body.

In addition, the Vice-Chairman, the Council of President, and the Associate Council of President, are also members of the Undergraduate Council, along with the editor-in-chief of The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Besides representing the interests of the students, the Council is a meeting for cooperation between the administration and the University administration. It works as a liaison and unity committee and campus spirit act.

The B.M.O.C. is here!

Big model on campus, that is. It's the new Arrow University shirt...all-around choice of smart college men, from button-down collars in front—to center button and full box pleat in back. And these men are really traveling in style with their Arrow ties...in the season's highest rated patterns.

Oxford cloth shirt (in white and five muted new "linen"), $5.00; same model in authentic tartan stripes, $5.95; checks and stripes in cotton-rayon, $7.95.

SOX MILLER CO.

presents the

"Botany '500"
tailored by DAROFF

Ivy Executive
authentic in every line

Men who walk the campus set the style for men in all walks of life. And DAROFF of Philadelphia has expressed this style authentically for men of all ages in our "BOTANY'500" IVY EXECUTIVE.

Act now only $65

Men's size for long or short sleeves, in sizes 34 to 42 long, $45.00-
50.00. In all sizes, in all colors, made by DAROFF to set the nationwide fashion trend!

September, 1957

To the Class of 1961

DEAR PENNSYLVANIAN:

Congratulations on coming to Pennsylvania. It is no small feat to be admitted to the University. Sometimes we wonder how we happened to make the grade when we were freshmen.

SOX MILLER CO. is owned and managed by and for Pennsylvanians. The store is located on the University Campus directly across from the dormitories. We are headquarters for college men's apparel, featuring Ivy League styles at popular prices.

We feature "Botany 500" and Cambridge Hall clothing, both ready to wear and tailored to your individual measurements. Also, Arrow shirts, neckwear and underwear, Stetson and Lee hats, Nettleton and Taylor shoes, McGregor sportswear, Intervenon hose, Hickock belts and bracelets, and Swank jewelry.

We will be glad to extend the courtesy of a charge account. If you need a check cashed or any other advice, do not hesitate to call us. We cordially invite you to visit our store and become acquainted with our personnel.

Success to the Class of 1961.

Sincerely yours,

F. HOWARD MILLER,
SOX MILLER CO.

An Institution at Pennsylvania Known for Quality Men's Apparel
Daily Pennsylvanian Serves Campus; Staff Positions Are Open to Freshmen

By Arthur E. Licklendorf

A readership of 20,000 and a history of 72 years of publication were the principal reasons that The Daily Pennsylvanian was selected to serve as the official organ of the University of Pennsylvania. The newspaper is staffed by students and is published daily.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is a student-run publication that covers all aspects of university life. It is the official voice of the student body and is known for its comprehensive coverage of campus news, events, and issues.

The newspaper is distributed to all university students and staff members, as well as to alumni and visitors. It is available online and in print on campus.

In addition to its daily print edition, the newspaper also has a weekly online edition that features long-form articles, opinion columns, and multimedia content.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is a valuable resource for students, faculty, and staff members, providing important information and coverage of campus events and activities.

For more information about The Daily Pennsylvanian and its work, please visit their website or contact them directly.
All Resident Freshmen Required To Eat Evening Meals in Commons

All male freshmen residents of the university will be required to pay for, and are to eat, evening meals in the Freshman Commons, the central dining facility of Houston Hall.

The cost for freshmen for the meals will be $120 per semester, which is an average of approximately $1 per meal. Bills are paid along with tuition as a part of the registration process, which occurs at the beginning of the school year, for the fall semester.

Helps Integrate Classes

The Freshman Commons provides a valuable asset in the adaptation of the freshman to his environment. The Commons was aimed at discouraging the familiar "dine as you please" arrangement in which the freshman is able to meet new friends in the pleasant and convivial atmosphere of Houston Hall.

Because all the food is prepared under University supervision, freshmen can be assured that the food is of the highest quality, and parents will know that an adequate freshman does not choose to dine in the Commons alone.

Finally, the Commons serves to promote manners and standards in the Freshman Class. This is accomplished by the presence of members of the faculty and administration who dine with the freshmen. Jackets and ties are required at all meals.

Begun Before World War II

The Commons plan at the University now is only in its second decade. Started before the World War, the Commons was discontinued during the war and was never reinstated until last year. It began before World War II when the Commons plan at the University was discontinued during the war and was never reinstated until last year. The Commons was suspended during the war by the University, which was responsible for the re-establishment of the Commons with the help of a series of shortages that occurred in the Student Health Service.

The major complaint about the Commons is the meal ticket system which has no provision for reclamation in case of accidental loss of meals. In other words if a freshman does not choose to dine in the Commons alone, he does not receive any refund for the lost meal.

Fraternity Pledging Interferes

Furthermore, if a freshman belongs to a Fraternity during the second semester, he is usually required to pay for an additional evening meal at the Fraternity. Many freshmen will find that other arrangements sometimes from those to dine meals. This in turn raises the costs of eating throughout the entire year. However, the advantages of the Commons have far outweighed the few discrepancies present in the system. Actually, one of the reasons that the Commons was instituted was because of parents complaints of their sons' sickness from improper food. This has proven true because of the fewer cases last year in the Student Health Service of "improper diet."

All Resident Freshmen Required To Eat Evening Meals in Commons

POST OFFICE
BARBER SHOP
NOTARY PUBLIC
CHECK-CASHING SERVICE
BOOKS—STATIONERY—GIFTS
Branches
FINE ARTS • BENNETT SHOP • MEDICAL SCHOOL

Welcomes the Class of 1961

SO CLOSE TO THE CAMPUS–IT’S THE ANNEX FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS!

The First Pennsylvania’s Centennial Office

32ND AND MARKET STREETS

Regular or Special Checking Accounts, and choose the one that meets your needs.

For the thrifty, we have Savings Accounts, too.

Our complete banking services are at your disposal. You’ll find our officers friendly and understanding. They’ll lend an ear to student problems any time.

BANKING SINCE 1782

The First Pennsylvania
BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY
30 offices—Serving more people more ways than any other Philadelphia bank — Member F.D.I.C.
before you buy a single thread for your wardrobe... study the "penn look" well, mr. freshmen!

NATURAL SHOULDER SUITS
Hand detailed all-wool striped cheviots ........................................ $46.50
Hand tailored wool cheviots
and hopacking tweeds ..................................................... $49.50
Hand tailored worsted her- ringbone in 9 colors and shades .............................................. $54.50
Imported Baltrum tweeds. English and Scottish tweeds ........................................ $52.50
Shetlandial, 6 colors and shades ........................................ $56.50
Glen Englehart Flannels ........................................ $60.50

SPORT COATS
Imported Shetlands ........................................ $54.50
Hand Woven Shetland .......................... $49.50
Button overs in navy blue, Cambridge grey, brown olive and red. Dress buttons ........................................ $39.50

SLACKS
Flannel Stillwater worsted flannel ........................................ $13.50

OUTERCOATS AND RAINWEAR
A fabulous collection of overcoats, topcoats and raincoats. Many designed especially for us in England, Austria and Germany.

SHIRTS
Fine single needle oxford button-downs...
white or blue ........................................ $3.50
in blue or grey ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.50
White or blue oxfords with British tab collar and hexed cuffs ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.50
White knickerbocker with British tab collar and hexed cuffs ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.75

BODYWEAR
An integral part of every Penn student's campus life in his attire. Socially, fraternally or academically, the impression he creates... his acceptance into the "inner circle" may be influenced by his dress. Jerry Finn has become the headquarters for the Penn student by keeping his finger on the Penn "fashion pulse." Let Jerry Finn assist you in selecting your wardrobe for the coming season.

mon, wed, and fri to 9  ...  tues, thur, sat to 6

DUFFLE COATS
A superbly styled collection of duffle coats, tailored of luxurious imported fabrics. Available with or without hoods. Light grey, dark grey, black-green, black-blue.

SHIRTS
Fine single needle oxford button-downs...
white or blue ........................................ $3.50
in blue or grey ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.50
White or blue oxfords with British tab collar and hexed cuffs ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.50
White knickerbocker with British tab collar and hexed cuffs ........................................ $4.50
in fancy stripes ........................................ $5.75

NECKWEAR
Chosen from a handsome selection of over 10,000 of the finest wool challis, silk reps, regimental and silk foulards. ........................................ $1.85
Ancient madder ties ........................................ $2.85
Many with matching belts

HOSE
Imported all-wool 6 x 8 rib anklets ........................................ $1.25
Half hose ........................................ $1.15
Imported British and Scotch argylies
As Old as the Ivy

Pennsylvania and Her Traditions

by Justin W. Heatter

From that very first day at the University, it is not the achievement of an individual or a section of students which is foremost in the mind of the men of the Class of '91 will find their interest augmented by, instead with, and directions everlastingly by those things known as traditions. From the Penn man must heroic sense of and slow respect for, because in his four year journey through the frozen halls, they will be with him and within him.

In the very first week of the very first year, that traditional symbol of newness will begin to move; the freshman Dink will begin to hold its own. At time unseen and each year leads to the next, the shape and color of the hat may change, but it will always be present. There will be that red, blue-channel-strung ribbon but for that pleasant day on the banks of the Schuylkill in the early spring, the grey hat symbol of the Phi Kappa Delta Junior Honor Society, the well-known and much-respected trident of the senior honor society—Spade, Fraternity and Sphinx, and the blue felt hat representative of the Undergraduate Council.

But the concern over headgear is not the main tradition at Penn. From September to June, each academic year is virtually a parade of activities and events which have become steeped in tradition, and it is those events that the men of the Class of '91 will live each day of every week in which they will find themselves where that is any kind of a "big" affair. The most fitting effort to discard the already-mentioned Dinks, the sign of the freshman class, the members of '91 will engage in open battle with the sophomores in the outdoor fashion for Dink Week.

As the year goes on, the Dinks will be for-gotten, and the event of the year will be a sporting binge to rush onto the field before a football game when the sophomores begin their freshman class of football, on the field it will be time for another of Pennsylvania's time-honored activities—Junior Week, the "big" week of the fall semester. Although the week's events are scheduled running with the junior class in mind, the affairs are open to, and in fact could not prosper without, the support of all Penn men.

During Junior Week, the men of the Class of '92 will, for the first time, carry their symbolic cane and wear their straw hats as they march from the Junior Balcony around the campus and into Irvine Auditorium for an all University Chapel. The highlight of the week's concluding will be the announcement of the winning Senior Honor Society, the Phi Kappa Delta Junior Honor Society.

The Junior Class March marks the first time that members of the Junior Class carry their symbolic cane and wear their straw hats. For freshmen and sophomores, this is their first entry into the world of fraternities, the announcement of the winning Senior Honor Society, the Phi Kappa Delta Junior Honor Society.

The hat tradition is the first exemplified by freshman when they don their Dinks. Pictured above are the hats of left (right) fraternities—Kappa Beta Junior Honor Society, Undergraduate Council, Beauxequiv Senior Honor Society and Phi Kappa Delta Junior Honor Society.

Skimmer Day is the time when the student body honors the crew by travelling to the banks of the Schuylkill River in Fairmount Park. Prior to the race, the crew passes on the walls around the campus and ends in Irvine Chapel. During the week of, for the first time, carry their symbolic cane and wear their straw hats as they march from the Junior Balcony around the campus and into Irvine Auditorium for an all University Chapel. The highlight of the week's concluding will be the announcement of the winning Senior Honor Society, the Phi Kappa Delta Junior Honor Society.
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Campus favorite, our classic Shetland-look crew-neck. Guaranteed exclusive import! Fine Shetland and lambs' wool blend. Charcoal grey, brown or green, natural, light or Oxford grey, red, 3, M, L, XL. 10.50

Smart coming or going! Our Gant Ivy button-down shirt. Our store and your best shirt choice! Fine Sanforized oxford cloth with Ivy back pleat, unlined collar buttons front and back. White, blue, 34-16½, 5.50. New in foulard prints for sports. 8.95

Add that individual ‘Accessory touch’

Newest school ties. Pure silk repps in rich regimental stripes. Fine wool challis in foulard figures. All fall colors. 2.50

Fashion foot-warmers. Our classic ribbed wool hose. Grey, black, navy, red, brown. Regular or ankle. 10½-in. 1.50

Belts add a touch of color. Choose regimental striped silks, red or yellow boxcloth, plaid or foulard-figured challis. Many to match ties in fall colors. 2.50

Add a watch band to match your belt or tie or both! Striped, plaid or foulard print cotton. In school or fall colors. 11

You’ll wear it rain or shine! Our Rainfair Coacher coat looks so smart! Fine-combed cotton gabardine, tailored like a topcoat. Knee length, with rich plaid lining. For 36-44 regular, 37-44 long. 33.95

UNIVERSITY SHOP SECOND FLOOR CHESTNUT PHILADELPHIA AND WYNNEWOOD
Tweed or flannel, an Ivy suit is a college man's best choice. Have yours in herringbone or tweed. 49.95

Go formal in utmost comfort, in an After Six tuxedo by Rudolfer. Fine tropical worsted, check pockets, center vent, satin shawl collar. Midnight blue. Priced to please a college man's budget. 49.95

You look better 'naturally' in a new Southwick Superflex suit. Choose yours in brown, grey or one of the new olive-tones. Choose flannel or new 'lafly pile' tweeds with diagonals, herringbone or chain weave. 49.95

This is the Loden coat Wanamaker made famous. It's the real thing—Loden cloth imported from Bavaria! Wind-water, weather proof. With detachable hood, leather toggle buttons. Car coat length, camel tan. Lowest price in town, 29.95

Penn Men Major in Wanamaker Classics

Ask any 'Old Grad', he'll tell you a Wanamaker wardrobe is practically a Penn tradition...has been since Granddad's day. For your Wanamaker wardrobe is more than a way of dressing...it's a way of looking your best, feeling your most comfortable, being correctly dressed for every campus occasion. Make Wanamaker's University Shop your campus-fashion authority—you'll like the smart way you look, the reputation you'll gain for being a fashion leader on campus or anywhere well-dressed young men gather.
The face of the University is changing, as any past graduate who has visited the campus will attest, not because of the latest additions in the University facilities, which are usually

Development Program

Continues To Change

Campus of University

The face of the University has changed constantly over the past decade. This article presents the latest developments in the University's facilities, which have been modernized and expanded to meet the needs of today's students. The new facilities include a new student center, a new dining hall, a new gymnasium, and a new library. These improvements have been made to provide a more comfortable and convenient environment for the students, faculty, and staff. The University is committed to continuously improving and expanding its facilities to meet the changing needs of its students.
Philadelphia Offers Many Attractions To the Pennsylvania Undergraduate

Philadelphia's theater season is in full swing not only by New York. In addition to Pre-Broadway tours, Philadelphia offers 20 commercial and industrial productions. It supplies more than a third of the touring stock from the off-Broadway of the Delacorte and Shubert 8 Hiles, combining in Broadway every type of environmental from off-Broadway to the East 8 Hill to the Bay 8ilaraters whereas that make Philadelphia one of the largest theater centers in the nation.

Philadelphia offers many attractions to the Pennsylvania's sons. Twentieth-century, how--in,. Pennsylvania, performing before Philadelphia audience, he "Ml alao Ind. h tradition...ure, from a national past. The Philadelphia Municipal Stadium is the scene of the famous Army-Navy football contest, Convention Hall, clone to the campus the home of Philadelphia's basketball team, the Warri-- while at the Annex, a mile from the University, the Philadelphia Ramblers vie with other leading ice hockey teams. Underlying all these features of modern life Philadelphia offers nevertheless a strong link with the past Philadelphia, Philadelphia's academic year is in progress, and the Museum of Art, the world famous, is the center of the city, house many of the most famous collections of art in the United States. Philadelphia's museums, painting and water color by the French artist famous for his city, Paris. The Franklin Institute has on display many scientific exhibits that the visitor can operate himself. The Institute building also contains the Print Plantation. Existence of past civilization that even Philadelphia's Institute can be found in the University Museum, located on the Pennsylvania campus. The Museum is worth visiting for its collections and has total collections of some 400,000 to see the City of Brotherly Love. The Philadelphia Art Museum, the largest and finest art collection in America, is the center of the city's cultural life. It is on the west side of the city, close to the University of Pennsylvania. Here Washington was merely a row house along the Potomac. The city was the financing political and intellectual capital of the United States.

In historic Philadelphia in, of course, America's first art museum, the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, is located in the heart of the city. The Academy has one of the finest collections of American art in the country. The Philadelphia Academy, the nation's first art museum, is located in the heart of the city. The Academy has one of the finest collections of American art in the country. The Academy has one of the finest collections of American art in the country.

The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Philadelphia Orchestra. The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Philadelphia Orchestra. The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Philadelphia Orchestra.

The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Pennsylvania University's association in Philadelphia and is the site of the University's basketball games. The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Pennsylvania University's association in Philadelphia and is the site of the University's basketball games. The Academy of Music, at the center of Philadelphia, east of the river, is the home of the Pennsylvania University's association in Philadelphia and is the site of the University's basketball games.

The Philadelphia Orchestra gives concerts throughout the year at the Academy with many other groups and individuals also performing.

Philadelphia's Distinguished Sons

William J. Brennan, State Senator, George Wharton Pepper, President of the Pennsylvania State University, and chairman of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been a leader in the Pennsylvania Senate. He is also a member of the Pennsylvania Railroad Board. He is also a member of the Pennsylvania Railroad Board.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is the most famous American railroad in the world, with over 20,000 miles of track in operation, and is one of the largest railroads in the country. The Pennsylvania Railroad is the most famous American railroad in the world, with over 20,000 miles of track in operation, and is one of the largest railroads in the country.
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Some people are natural imitators

Take the shoulder padding out of an ordinary suit, and what do you have? An ordinary suit with shapeless shoulders. If all the people who proclaim such suits "authentic" were stretched end to end, it would serve them right.

Only conscientious tailoring, long experience and an intimate understanding of the university man's needs are worthy of the natural shoulder tradition. Our distinguished Madison Cut apparel speaks for itself.

Comprehensive Suit Collection from $59.50 to $70.50.
Sport Coats from $35. to $75.
Tailored Slacks from $17.95.
Outercoats 60. and up.

Freshman Week Schedule

A packet each of introduction to University grounds, organizations and undergraduate activities will greet the members of the Class of 1961 during Freshman Week, September 15 to 21.

Listed in the schedule of events are certain required administrative meetings as well as rallies, social events, open houses and academic-placement examinations. These activities are sponsored by the University administration and student organizations to acquaint the Class of 1961 with Pennsylvania University. Freshmen are urged to study the schedule carefully and attend as many of the events as possible.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 15:
2-4 p.m. Coffee Hour in Hunter Hall for freshmen and parents.
9 p.m. Dormitory residents meet with counselors.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16:
9 a.m. Deans' Meetings: Wharton, Irvine Auditorium.
College, Room 17, Leona Ball Engineering, Room 211, Towne Building.
Fine Arts, Room 307, Fine Arts Building.
Education, Alumni Auditorium.
Auxiliary Medical Services, Room 301, Benefit Hall.
10:30-11:30 a.m. Coffee Hour in Benefit Club Lounge, Benefit Hall.
11-12 noon, Pennine Language Placement Examination: French and Spanish, Room 228, College Hall.
GERMAN, ROOM 609, COLLEGE HALL.
12-1 p.m. Dean's Lunches for College students, A-L, in Wharton Hall.
12-1:15 p.m. BRTC Meeting, Irvine Auditorium.
3-3:00 p.m. Open House, Newman Club, Catholic Association and Hobel Foundation.
3-3:00 p.m. English Composition Placement Test, Room 829, College Hall. Students will be notified by Dean of Students.
7-9 p.m. All students meet with freshmen counselors.
10 p.m. Open House, Benefit Hall.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17:
9-10:30 a.m. Student Affairs Meeting, Irvine Auditorium.
12-1 p.m. Dean's Lunches for College students, M-R, inclusive, Hunter Ball Auditorium.
2 p.m. College students, A-G, meet with advisors, Room 110, College Hall.
Wharton students, A-G, obtain class schedules, Room 8-9, Dietrich Hall.
Engineering students meet with advisors. Room to be announced.
Fine Arts students meet with advisors, Room 307, Fine Arts Building.
Education students, A-G, meet with advisors. Room to be announced.
Auxiliary Medical Services students meet with advisors. Room to be announced.
3:30-6 p.m. Tea Dance, Benefit Club, Benefit Hall.
8 p.m. Open House, Benefit Hall.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18:
9 a.m. Wharton students, H-Q, obtain class schedules, Room 8-9, Dietrich Hall.
College students, H-Q, meet with advisors, Room 110, College Hall.
Education students, H-Q, meet with advisors. Room to be announced.
9-10:15 a.m. All students, A-C, inclusive, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
10:30-11:30 a.m. All students, D-G, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
12-1 p.m. Dean's Lunches, Engineering, Fine Arts, School of Education and School of Auxiliary Medical Services.
2 p.m. All students, H-L, inclusive, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
Wharton students, E-Z, obtain class schedules, Room 8-9, Dietrich Hall.
College students, E-Z, meet with advisors, Room 110, College Hall.
Education students, E-Z, meet with advisors. Room to be announced.
3-5:30 p.m. Open House, Newman Club, Catholic Association and Hobel Foundation.
3-6:30 p.m. All students, M-Q, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
7-9 p.m. Independent Council Activities Night, Benefit Hall.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19:
10:30-12 noon All students, S-S, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
12-1 p.m. Dean's Lunches, Wharton students, A-L, Wharton Hall Auditorium.
1-3 p.m. Special French Language Examination, Room 228, College Hall. For all students with two or more years of high school French.
2-3 p.m. Wharton students, Accounting Aptitude Examination, Dietrich Hall.
3-5 p.m. Open House, Main Library.
5:30-6:00 p.m. All students, T-Z, Reading Examination, Room 17, Logan Hall.
4-5 p.m. School of Auxiliary Medical Services Test, Harmon Hall.
School of Foreign Service Room, Benefit Hall.
5:30-7 p.m. Religious Organizations Dinner, Christian Association Ballroom.
7-8 p.m. Rally, Big Quad.
9 p.m. Open House, Benefit Hall.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20:
9-11:30 a.m. Sightseeing Bus Trip to Franklin Institute Art Museum.
12 noon Formal Opening Exercises, Irvine Auditorium.
1-4 p.m. Dean's Lunches, Wharton students, M-Z, Wharton Hall Auditorium.
2-3 p.m. Sports events, Franklin Field.
5-6 p.m. Open House, Kresge Nurse's Residence.
6-7 p.m. Wharton Hall Auditorium.
7-8 p.m. Rally, Big Quad.
9 p.m. Open House, Benefit Hall.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21:
9 a.m.-1 p.m. Registration of all students.
2:30 p.m. Dormitory Council Dance in Benefit Hall Auditorium.
11 a.m.-1 p.m. Music Program, Benefit Hall Lounge.
Freshman Week Will Introduce Class of 1961 to Pennsylvania

(Continued from Page 3) Freshman Week Will Introduce Class of 1961 to Pennsylvania

In Bennett Hall from 3:00 to 4 and 6-7:30 p.m., Houston Hall will again be the center of activity Wednesday night at 7 when the Undergraduate Council will hold its "Undergraduate Council Night," which will provide fraternities with an opportunity to speak about the extracurricular organizations and activities.

Library Halls Open House The library will hold an open house Thursday, September 28, 10-12 p.m., and the religious organizations will sponsor a dinner at the Christian Association building from 6:30 to 7 p.m.

On Friday evening, September 29, a sightseeing bus tour and a trip to the Franklin Institute and the Art Museum will be available. The formal opening exercises will be held at 10 p.m. Friday night. A sports event at Franklin Field will take place Friday at 2 p.m. and open house will be held at Kingerston Friday night following between 8 and midnight.

Registration Held Saturday Registration will be held Saturday, September 24, and a dance sponsored by the Secretary Council will be given as a farewell party in Houston Hall.

In addition to the activities listed previously, all freshmen will be required to attend brochure given by the dean of their school at which they are registered. Every president of the University, will speak and be scheduled examinations. Notification of the time and place of these events will be sent to the freshmen by the office of the dean of admission.

Houston Hall To Be Center of Activities

(Continued from Page 4)

helpful and engaging, and members of the Houston Hall Board will be on hand to answer questions which anyone attending might have about Houston Hall and its functions. Refreshments will also be served during the program.

The Ray Bowlus "Minute Men" will play from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. on September 24 in the tea room in Houston Hall, which is in collaboration with the tearooms Bennett Club. Martin's will be shown afterward from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. in Houston Hall, and a show will be given by the students in Houston Hall again on September 29.

On September 29, Houston Hall will hold "pajama night" from 9 to 11 p.m. The coffee shop will be set up with a safe setup, and there will be dancing to the music of the evening. During the evening the program will be open to all.

The finale to Freshman Week will occur on September 27 between 2 and 4 p.m. at Houston Hall. The entertainment planned will include performances by the University's Mask and Wig Club, Penn Pipes, Penn Tones, and the Penn Players. The show will be held rather on the patio or in the house depending upon the weather.

University Initiates Counselling Plan

(Continued from Page 1) University Initiates Counselling Plan pleasant rather than to supplement the work of other academic and administrative agencies at the University.

The selection of counselors is left to a committee of the University. Since the number of applicants for the positions is limited to the number of students who meet the requirements, available by the program directors are accepted. In order for a position, the committee must feel that the person has had experience with youth and a sense of self as a member of the student body. Furthermore, the applicant must be available for a minimum of two hours per week.

Help Yourself Help Your Fellow Students Help Your University

Horn & Hardart AUTOMATS * RESTAURANTS

WELCOME CLASS OF '61

It's a Pennsylvania tradition to "eat at Horn & Hardart." By doing so, you will enjoy fine, fresh food like you're accustomed to having at home. For example, Plenty of Fresh Vegetables. And at Lowest Possible Prices, which enable you to make your food money go farther. Come for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner . . . and for refreshments anytime of the day or evening.

ON CAMPUS:
CAFETERIA . . . . 34th and Walnut Streets
WAITRESS-SERVICE . . . 3940 Chestnut Street

Other Horn & Hardart Restaurants throughout the city and suburbs, serving more than 135,000 daily patrons.

Help Yourself Help Your Fellow Students Help Your University

PATRONIZE the Associated Student Agencies

- The Student Linen Agency
- The Student Laundry and Dry Cleaning Agency
- The Student Automatic Laundry Agency
- The Student Sandwich Agency
- The Student Newspaper Agency
- The Student Magazine Agency
- The Student Stationery Agency
- The Student Express Agency
- The Student Furniture Agency
- The Student Parking Squad
- Birthday Cake Agency

LAST YEAR THE AGENCIES . . .

* Saved Money for All Students * Provided Jobs for Students * Made Possible Undergraduate Research Scholarships
What Have The Men Listed Below Got In Common,
Aside From The Fact That All Of Them Are Pennsylvanians And That All Are Successful?

George Wharton Pepper
*Attorney, Former U.S. Senator From Pennsylvania*

The Late Owen J. Roberts
*Former Associate Justice, U.S. Supreme Court
And Dean Of The Pennsylvania Law School*

Guy della-Cioppa
*Vice-President Of CBS*

Walter Yust
*Editor, The Encyclopedia Britannica*

Josiah H. Penniman
*Former President And Provost Of The University Of Pennsylvania*

David Farquhar Cavers
*Dean Of The Harvard Law School*

Colonel Sir Thomas E. Robins
*Director Of The British South African Colonies*

It is no secret. All of these men faced their first responsibilities as Editors-in-Chief of *The Daily Pennsylvanian*. There are countless others who were on *The Daily Pennsylvanian* during its 72 years of existence and who contributed to the rich tradition for which it stands.

You can add to this developing tradition by entering the Spring bleeding competition. It opens Monday, October 8, at 8:00 p.m. in Houston Hall. If you want an activity to put on your record, why not make it the best one?
Activities Play Important Part in College Life

Ping pong is just one of the many facilities open to students in Houston Hall—the oldest student union at any American University. Houston Hall has often been termed as a city within a city (article on page 13).

The Undergraduate Council is the center of student government at the University and has as one of its chief functions the care of extra-curricular activities (article on page five).

Phl| pong is just one of the many facilities open to students in Houston Mall the oldest student union at any American I Diversity. Bosjaton II ill has often been termed as a city within a city (article

The annual Campus Chest Drive asks students with the opportunity to contribute to a central fund which, in turn, benefits student groups. The Carnival is the main event during the Drive (article on page 13).

The Daily Pennsylvanian is the major undergraduate publication at the University. Appearing five times a week, the newspaper includes campus news, sports and feature articles. Freshmen are able to join the paper after the heel period held during the Fall semester. The Full heeling semester will be held Monday, October 8 at 8 p.m., in Houston Hall (article on page six).

Pennsylvania Players is the only co-ed dramatic group at Pennsylvania and puts on many productions. Freshmen will find the Players' workshop productions—shows performed before the club and not the public—of special interest (article appears on page 20).

The Kite and Key Society, more popularly known as the hand-shake of the University, is a service organization at Pennsylvania which greets visitors to the campus and acts as the University's official host (article on page 23).

The Undergraduate Council is the center of student government at the University and has as one of its chief functions the care of extra-curricular activities (article on page five).

The Mask and Wig Club, Pennsylvania's famous dramatic organization, performs many times during the school year for student and public audiences. The highlight of each year's activity is the road tour during the first semester (article on page 19).

Pennsylvania Players is the only co-ed dramatic group at Pennsylvania and puts on many productions. Freshmen will find the Players' workshop productions—shows performed before the club and not the public—of special interest (article appears on page 20).

The Kite and Key Society, more popularly known as the hand-shake of the University, is a service organization at Pennsylvania which greets visitors to the campus and acts as the University's official host (article on page 23).

The annual Campus Chest Drive asks students with the opportunity to contribute to a central fund which, in turn, benefits student groups. The Carnival is the main event during the Drive (article on page 13).

Heel For The

Pennsylvania Literary Review

Penn's Literary Magazine
Franklin Society Governs Student Publications; Four Periodicals Published for Undergraduates

The Franklin Society is the undergraduate governing body and honorary society of four publications of the University. Membership is awarded after a person has served for two or more years on one of the society publications. The Society is comprised of elected representatives from The Daily Pennsylvania, the Triangle, the Pennsylvania Literary Review, and the Franklin Society. These representatives, in turn, select officers who serve on the Society’s Board of Governors which also include the editors-in-chief of each publication, the graduate members of student publications, and a representative from the office of the Dean of Men.

It is the duty of the Board to decide any questions of controversy, and to see that members’ publications adhere to the standards of the Society. The Board meets weekly in the Franklin Society Building, located at 3403 Woodland Avenue, opposite College Hall. Most of its publications have their offices in the Tower Building.

A final publication, the Highball, has offices in the Franklin Society Building, but is not a member of the Society. With the exception of The Daily Pennsylvania, all of the publications are available in the Tower Building.

The Franklin Society Building also houses the Office of the Dean of Men. The graduate manager is a member of the Franklin Society Board of Governors and also the permanent treasurer of the Society. He is appointed by the Board of Governors. The present manager is Robert W. Thrasher who oversees the finances of the entire student publication group, the Undergraduate Council.

President of the Franklin Society is R. E. Lichtendahl, executive editor of The Triangle. He is President of the Pennsylvania Literary Review and associate editor of The Daily Pennsylvania, and associate editor of The Pennsylvania Literary Review.

The Triangle

Published primarily for the enjoyment of students at the University, but written with the interests of all students in mind, the Triangle can be considered the official journal of the University.

Most of the articles are prepared by undergraduates, but faculty and graduate contributions in the magazine, which comes out twice a year, are also accepted.

In contrast to the Triangle’s monthly publication in the case of one of the four publications of the University, condominiums, electronics, communications and civil engineering are among the current topics of student interest. The distinctive covers selected for each issue also contribute to the magazine’s propriety.

Editorial comment, photography, features, well-chosen cartoons, and columns entitled “The Pulse” complete the journal. Engineering and architectural news is carried in “The Breeze.”

The Record

Published semi-weekly, “The Record” is the oldest undergraduate publication at the University. A comprehensive review of University life and literature is distributed on Friday—just in time to make the paper one of the morning reading in the graduating class.

Entering its 76th year of publication in 1960, the Record contains sections on student affairs, athletics academic affairs, administrative and faculty personnel, social events, publications, student activities, and other phases of student life at Pennsylvania.
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Mask and Wig Club Provides Dramatic, Musical Shows

The Mask and Wig Club is the major outlet for the acting talents of male students. The Club produces a Freshman Show each spring—the details of which are handled exclusively by members of the Freshman Class. The highlight of the year's activity for the Club is the annual fall production which opens in one of Philadelphia's major theaters and is shown in major cities of the East.

by Paul J. Spiegel

American audiences have long turned to college music and drama groups as sources of fresh, young talent, comedy and entertainment. Among the clubs of college performance are the members of Pennsylvania's own musical comedy troupe—The Mask and Wig Club. The Mask and Wig Club, started in 1902, is the oldest and largest college scholastic dramatic club in the state. It is a student group composed of students enrolled in one of the east, central and northern cities of the various professions. Membership is on an undergraduate basis. Each group holds elections for membership each year.

Major Shows Held in Fall

Each year the Club presents a variety of musical comedy which opens in Philadelphia in the latter part of November. Sophomores, juniors and seniors are eligible for parts in the show's cast. chorus or stage crew. Tribute to the names which has been given in the past is the show's cast, chorus or management staff. Tribute to the names which have been given in the past is the show's cast, chorus or management staff. Tribute to the names which have been given in the past is the show's cast, chorus or management staff. Tribute to the names which have been given in the past is the show's cast, chorus or management staff. Tribute to the names which have been given in the past is the show's cast, chorus or management staff.

Freshman Show Presented

Each spring the Club presents a Freshman Show, whose cast, chorus and stage crew are made up of freshmen. The show is directed and staged by members of the Club and plays for one performance in formal auditions.

Although it is not necessary to have been a freshman show to gain a position in one of the "big shows," experience gained from the participation in a freshman show is of great advantage to a prospective candidate for a part in a major production.

The Mask and Wig Club was founded in 1902 and was incorporated in 1910. It is one of the oldest dramatic groups. The Club number member who has made the group's name a prominent one in the Prather Triangle and Harvard's Haust Pudding Club.

Maintaining Membership

The Club maintains a tradition of old clubhouses on South Queen Street which houses column and groups take from all parts of the city as well as club officers for the graduate Club. Many songs, which, through the years, have become standards in American music were originally written for Mask and Wig productions, and at the same time, several former "Wigmen" have gone on to greater fame in show business.

Musical shows are of interest and important part of college life for a large percentage of the male undergraduates at the University. From the beginning of the fall season through the winter he becomes a member of a fraternity. He holds the fratricide as his main activity of friendship and understanding and may be lacking in knowledge. He and his family have a place to call home and friendship are centered in the social activities of the University. There is no telling what will come at the end of the year, but the men and their dates will have something to be proud of this fall.
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Cheerleading Is Integral Part of Penn Spirit; Two Freshmen Will Become Members of Squad

When the Nitro Line, from Penn Field, march onto Franklin Field on Saturday to meet the Temple Owls, a crowd should be listening for orders. Although most of the p Lump will go, and cheerleaders, as they are never recognizing the cheerleaders' squad.

These chosen six, attired in their white uniforms, will be "out-front" enlisting the early fall atmosphere and lending cheer for the long time, and much hoped for addition. Quakers, dedicated to the foremost of cheerleading, are the group who will be representing the squad are Theodore C. Slocum, class leader, and Bruce M. B. Robinson of the Class of 30, and Walter Barkus of the Class of 30, and Richard S. Barreto and John A. Anderson of the Class of 32.

On the shoulders of these six men will fall the mission of stirring forth the enthusiasm which is required to encourage the team and to show them that the cheerleaders are behind them. And, in their location immediately in front of the stands which are reserved for students and their dates, the cheerleaders will be working hard in an effort to fulfill these requirements.

But this "out-front" position does not completely describe the many advantages of being a cheerleader, nor, for that matter, does it begin to describe the duties of the cheerleaders. They are all of the away from home football gowns and uniforms of the basketball and other athletic contests, carrying "pop collars" at various places on campus, and often are charged with the responsibility of finding the vacant seat for one of those boys required to participate in its activity.

Pennsylvania Players Perform Dramatic Productions, Musicals

In Student Organized Shows

The Pennsylvania Players, one of the two student dramatic groups at the University and the only one which gives both male and female undergraduates a chance to participate, has enjoyed one of the most successful and productive seasons in its history.

In the fall, Pennsylvania Players performed the "Cheers for Dead Jeff Davis," which was a musical comedy. It was followed in the spring by "Brumadoon," a light musical comedy set in Scotland, representing the year's work and the annual Penn Football Banquet, "The Home of the Annual Penn Football Banquet." The paper comes out every weekday, and is a daily letter to your home wherever you are.
Houston Hall Serves as Student Gathering Place; Varied Facilities Present Wide Choice of Recreation

Located in the basement of the east wing of Houston Hall, the Houston Hall Grill offers the undergraduates a complete line of school supplies and textbooks used in the classrooms. A lending library, check-out service, the United States Post Office, drug store and ice cream parlor offer added convenience to students. The store. Students will also dislike the various supply of utilities for their rooms. Here to be bought range from portable stoves, waste paper baskets, pet cans and Pennsavers to greeting cards, brief cases and electric heaters.

Alas Sala Dink

The Houston Hall Grill also has the distinction of being the only place on the campus which sells saddle shoes and other necessities. The Freshman Dink, Houston Hall's mascot, also honors the barber shop, telephone booth and snack room.

The facilities of Houston Hall are used very advantageously by the Student Board of Governors who plan tournaments, dances, charity drives and other events for the entertainment of the undergraduate, graduate, faculty member and administrator alike.

Coffee Hours

Within the past few years, the Board has instituted its most recent innovation, the coffee or tea hours which are held every Tuesday afternoon. These gatherings are held every Tuesday afternoon and afford students and faculty with an opportunity to meet informally.

Houston Hall offers its vast facilities to students throughout the school year. The Houston Hall Grill (top) is one of the most popular snack bars on campus, while the Dink (center) and the recently instituted coffee or tea hours (bottom) are held every Tuesday during the academic year and afford students and faculty with an opportunity to meet informally.

Campus Chest Drive Beneficial To Many Groups at University

Having collected over $12,000 in the past year's Campus Chest Drive, the drive on this year's drive is "Dig for the Chest" which will be won by the person who collects the most money for the Drive.

Campus Chest Drive is an all-University organized drive, which is concerned with the University and other charitable organizations. University-sponsored dances and a number of scholarship and circulation organizations have donated to the University-sponsored campaign and a number of scholarship and circulation organizations have donated to the University-sponsored campaign.

One of the major segments of the Drive is the WXPN Tailleon, which plays requested music in return for contribution pledges. Announcements are made on the radio from the Volunteer and broadcast continuously throughout the Drive.

The 1967 Campus Chest Drive will be held from October 14-18 and monthly drives are scheduled to culminate with the Campus Chest Drive on the night of the 14th.

CAMPUS JEWELERS
3717 SPRUCE STREET
( Opposite the Drive)

• ALARM CLOCKS
• PENN SEAL JEWELRY
• IVY TIE BEETLES
• GIFTS
• PARKER PENS
• KREMEN1 JEWELRY
• WATCH STRAPS

GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIRS
Registered Jeweler
American Gem Society

HENRY'S CLEANERS AND DYERS

Ladies and Men's Tailor
SAME DAY SERVICE — NO EXTRA CHARGE

Your Goodwill Is Our Greatest Asset
WE MUST PLEASE YOU

- SPECIAL -
SHIRTS LAUNDERED TO PERFECTION
23c
229 South 40th Street

Visit WXPN on the Third Floor of Houston Hall
Religious Organizations on Campus Offer Many Activities for Freshmen

Jewish
On the Pennsylvania Campus, the center of religious and social activities of the Jewish students is the Hillcl Foundation, located in the Louis Marshall House, 365 5th Street.

Under the direction of Rabbi Samuel R. Kossman, religious concerts and adult education courses held throughout the year. There are always programs for the Jewish holidays.

Offer Many Activities
Hillcl offers a wide variety of activities in which the student may participate. During the week, there are classes for Jewish Freshmen, study of Hebrew, the study of Jewish History, a choir, and a dancing group.
Boys' Club Presents Opportunity to Help Campus Area Youth

The University Boys' Club was formed in March of 1956 to assist University in opening its vast athletic and recreational facilities to the underserved boys in the campus vicinity.

The success of the project is verified by the constant growth in membership — both students and boys. When its clubhouse quarters became too small for the membership last year, a search was begun for new facilities.

The new clubhouse, which is expected to be complete by October, will have play-pony and other facilities along with more activities of interest to the boys whose ages range from seven to 17. The Club has its own basketball team and is anticipating the addition of other competitive sports before too long. Freshmen will be able to host for the Club during the fall semester.

RED AND BLUE DINER

3455 Walnut Street

Welcome Freshmen!!

Serving the Finest Food on the Campus

• MEAL TICKETS
  "$5.50 Value" . . . $5.00

ATTENTION FRESHMEN

The STUDENT LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING AGENCY

can save you money

By depositing $84.00 now (or upon your arrival on campus) you will receive a credit of $90.00 toward your laundry and dry cleaning bills for the coming academic year.

• In addition to a saving of $6.00 you save on our low student rate.
• You have the convenience of a service located in the dormitory.
• You have on deposit an amount which (with judicious planning) will pay your laundry and dry cleaning bills for the year.
• You provide jobs and scholarship assistance for your fellow students by your support of this student agency.
• You receive first class laundry and dry cleaning service.
Special Announcement!

The Student Linen Agency announces a special reduced price to students subscribing for Linen Service for the entire academic year.

Here is what you get -

- Each week during the entire 34 week academic year you receive freshly laundered in a dust proof bag
  - 2 SHEETS
  - 1 PILLOW CASE
  - 2 HAND TOWELS
  - 2 BATH TOWELS

Here is what you save -

- The expense of 3 sets of linens (1 in the mail, 1 in use and 1 being laundered)
- The expense of postage and insurance to home and back
- Time spent standing in line at the post office
- The cost and bother of home laundering

Remember that when you patronize the

STUDENT LINEN AGENCY

- You save money and time
- You get first class service
- You help your fellow students who work for the agency

Send in your reservation today!

STUDENT RESERVATION CONTRACT

STUDENT LINEN AGENCY
200 LOGAN HALL
PHILADELPHIA 4, PA.

Please accept my reservation for weekly linen service to begin upon my arrival on campus this fall. This service will entitle me to a fresh issue of linen (2 sheets, 1 pillow case, 2 hand towels, 2 bath towels) each week. I understand that I may sign up for the entire academic year (34 weeks) for a special reduced price of $26.00. I understand also that I will not be entitled to a refund if I do not make full use of the service.

Check one
( ) I enclose check or money order made payable to the University of Pennsylvania for $26.00 which will provide service for the 34-week academic year.
( ) I will pay $26.00 upon my arrival upon campus.

NAME: ____________________________
First Middle Last
Campus Address (if known) ____________________________
Home Address ____________________________
Class ____________________________
**Prospects Appear Brighter For Penn Varsity Courtmen**

Although the Pennsylvania varsity basketball squad finished last season with the same number of wins as last year, the future looks brighter for the Quaker team under the coaching of Jack McColley, who is beginning his second year as head man.

McColley, a former star at Penn and a professional player for Humanity in the Eastern All-Star Games, who succeeded Ray Shattuck last season to become Varsity's head coach, said that the coming season will be more of the same. He believes that the Quaker record should show much improvement and that the Penn team will be returning to the squad of which two are seniors.

**High Score**

中有Several seniors were present at the Penn versus Temple game, with the Red and Blue team scoring a high of 21 points for the season. Joe Bigg, who was high scorer for the Quakers for the last two seasons and he will play a vital part in Penn's attempt to regain their position in basketball.

**Junior Varsity—For Penn Varsity Courtmen**

The junior varsity team has been reorganized for the season, with the following lineup:

- **Joe Bigg** (Captain): High scorer for the last two seasons. Will play a vital role in Penn's attempt to regain their position in basketball.
- **Other Players**: Includes returning seniors and new recruits.

Dick Cometski drives in to tally two points for the Red and Blue. Cometski, who will captain this year's team, has been high scorer for the Quakers for the past two seasons and he will play a vital part in the team's attempt to regain their winning ways in basketball.

When queried as to the coming campaign, McColley said, "The Ivy League remains a strong last year as it ever was and it appears that this year it will be just as strong, especially in basketball, which should provide a great deal of competition." Dick Cometski, who drives in for two points for the Red and Blue.

**Junior Varsity Proving Ground For Grid Team**

Late last September, the first Pennsylvania junior varsity football team was inaugurated on Franklin Field, under the coaching of Tim Tenerario, defeated 15-0 Temple, 15-0. Although the squad suffered throughout the season from an erratic shortage of manpower, the team was able to post a 2-1-1 record.

Tenerario has stated his belief that "with the team the play IV Grid ball will be stronger candidates for the varsity and some are sure to make it." The team has turned out to be an important proving ground for the varsity.

**Quaker 150-lb. Eleven Aims for EII Crown**

With the spring, the Richmond Invitational Tournament, Colleges contributed 32 points to the Quaker varsity, with Davidson College being the high scorer of the event. Joe Bigg, who was high scorer for the team, has been reorganized for the season, with the following lineup:

- **Joe Bigg** (Captain): High scorer for the last two seasons. Will play a vital role in Penn's attempt to regain their position in basketball.
- **Other Players**: Includes returning seniors and new recruits.

McColley said, "The Ivy League remains a strong last year as it ever was and it appears that this year it will be just as strong, especially in basketball, which should provide a great deal of competition." Dick Cometski, who drives in for two points for the Red and Blue.

**Welcome Freshmen**

**For the Best**

**Lunches • Dinners**

delicious

**Late Snacks**
on Campus

It's the

**SANSOM RESTAURANT and DELICATESSEN**

111 SOUTH 39TH STREET

*WHERE THE UPPER CLASSMEN MEET*

Specializing in

Jumbo Sandwiches • New York Cheese Cake

8 A.M. TO 4 A.M.

OPEN SUNDAYS

**WANT TO BE A LAWYER?**

Want to Be Prepared for LAW SCHOOL?

Then Join the

**PRE-LAW SOCIETY**

* Pre-Law Course Guidance Through Your College Career.
* Mock Jury Trials.
* Prominent and Informative Lecturers
* Field Trips to the Courts.
* No Holding Period.
* Meet People with Similar Interest.
* Social Life.
* Educational Symposiums.

**Junior Varsity Proving Ground For Grid Team**

Late last September, the first Pennsylvania junior varsity football team was inaugurated on Franklin Field, under the coaching of Tim Tenerario, defeated 15-0 Temple, 15-0. Although the squad suffered throughout the season from an erratic shortage of manpower, the team was able to post a 2-1-1 record.

Tenerario has stated his belief that "with the team the play IV Grid ball will be stronger candidates for the varsity and some are sure to make it." The team has turned out to be an important proving ground for the varsity.
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Late last September, the first Pennsylvania junior varsity football team was inaugurated on Franklin Field, under the coaching of Tim Tenerario, defeated 15-0 Temple, 15-0. Although the squad suffered throughout the season from an erratic shortage of manpower, the team was able to post a 2-1-1 record.

Tenerario has stated his belief that "with the team the play IV Grid ball will be stronger candidates for the varsity and some are sure to make it." The team has turned out to be an important proving ground for the varsity.

**Quaker 150-lb. Eleven Aims for EII Crown**

Hoping to better its second-place finish in the Eastern Intercollegiate Lightweight Football League last year, Pennsylvania's lightweight football team is optimistic as to its chances for the upcoming campaign.

Expectations are great as 12 experienced returners, eight from the squad that finished with a 3-1-1 slate in 1951, should present formidable opposition. The EII is the most competitive, with a rugged schedule, and will present a most interesting season.

**BIG UPS**

The Big Ups, one of the major governing bodies of the Intercollegiate Amateur Athletic Association, which controls the majority of the major college sports, has announced that they will be extending the number of entrants from two to four, starting with the 1956 season.
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PENN SOCCERMIAn HOPE TO RETAKE CHAMPIONSHIP

Affable Charles Scott will inaugurate his fourteenth season as the Quaker varsity soccer coach this year when the Red and Blue banner engenders the Green of Eastwick, October 9th.

The soccer season will be too complete the form and the Ivy League title it held in 1960. Last year the Quakers simply a 3-1-1 mark to equal play and a creditable 2-2-2 record in Ivy competition. However, a 4-2 loss wasn’t quite enough as Yale surprised with a 4-1 win over the Quakers and went on to win the Ivy title. The reason for the 32 year reign of the first and Blue varsity soccer in Ivy, lasted by Jack Brackett and the Varsity Shop...25-3-2. The Nineteen Lions had been successful 32 years run up to that point.

Tyrell Kowalski

The Quaker lost what was probably its best player two years when Bob Tomer Tyrell moved to the University of Pennsylvania to accept the Colgate Varsity Shop Athletic Director’s Award of 1967. The Quakers will also be to the loss of the Bracken Era, Jim O’Neill, and Hunter Wharton.

Coach Scott is hoping to offset the loss by a strong or graduating with a nucleus of new returning seniors. Heading the squad is senior last year’s All Ivy winner Dan Roth, who was the leading scorer for the Lions and second dish.

New Retainers

Also returning are fullback Lloyd Lee, Howard George, Shawn Dood, Jack Briggs and John Briggs.

Making the team are Frisch and Jerry Shagal.

Many Retainers

All returning are fullback Lloyd Lee, Howard George, Shawn Dood, Jack Briggs and John Briggs.

Rosters of the senior varsity team include:

Fullback: John Roth, Howard George, Shawn Dood, Jack Briggs, and John Briggs.

Midfielders: Frisch and Jerry Shagal.

Forward: Dool (Bobby), Gerald Shagal and Jack Perlmutter.

Class of 1961... Welcome to University of Pennsylvania... and the Varsity Shop... on the Campus over 32 years. Bring along your empty trunk... so you can buy your Ivy styled clothes... Styles that are worn on the Campus... sensibly priced at the Varsity Shop opposite Men’s Dorms...

NEW MENTOR, MATERIAL BRIGHTEN TRACK PICTURE

The Varsity Shop headquarters for

Palm Beach Clothes
Colgate Hall Clothes
Ivy-Town Clothes
College Hall Clothes
Good-Year Raincoats
Lord Hampton Raincoats
Manhattan Underwear
Reis Underwear
Scalpax Underwear
Pioneer Belts
Manhattan Hankies
Tru Val Shirts
Wing Shirts
Miamian Shirts
Art Neckwear
Cooper Neckwear
Coplan Neckwear
Varnished Hosen
Adler Hosen
Camp Hosen
Pioneer Jewelry
Manhattan Pajamas
Tru Val Pajamas

The Varsity Shop headquarters for

New Material, Mentor, Brighten Track Picture

With a new lead coach and list of new talent taken from last season’s outstanding Freshman squad to go along with some experienced seniors and juniors, Quaker track prospects must be considered good.

A Richmond. "Boo" Monroe, former track mentor, takes over the head job from Ken Hubler, who is staying on as an assistant coach. Hubler will continue at director of the Penn Relay.

Hubler says that the primary goal of the coming indoor campaign is to win the annual Polar Bear Meet between the Red and Blue, Columbia and Princeton and the four universities and the PAC meet at the Convention Center in late June.

Monroe wants to have more athletes try to compete in the Heptagonal Championships. He looks

WALT SCHROEDER

On being asked what would be the team to beat this year, coach Schroeder replied, "You are always tough, and it seems as if you should be very strong with Princeton." At a statemen, it seems that if the Red and Blue know how to use their strength we have to be top from the league it has had last year.

Coach Artie Blatch is back again this year to assist Scott as well as direct the senior varsity team. Last year’s JV team finished 2-2-2, which was sufficient enough as losing to Girard College and a string West Chester club. The finish had a 4-2-2 record after the direction of the young coach, George Shagal. Shagal previously showed great ability for Penn but his eligibility ran out on his senior year. This year’s fresh team will play the college and two local high school squads.

WALT SCHROEDER

No one more to many points than in recent years.

There is reason for the optimism that a first class team of freshmen figures to have depth. Over the past few years the outstanding high school winners have been starting to beriu.

One significant change in this season’s lineup is the move to up front from last year’s second string positions. By every man out for track to have a chance to win an individual, regardless whether, he is a star or not.

Mark’s Varsity Shop: Two of Monroe’s top trackmen are Kenneth Van Zinn, who won the 110 yard dash with a 11.6 time, and George Kuhl, who won 400 yard dash and mile with a 1:51.1 time. Both are Oral and Junior, and at least 12 years old.

A pair of stand-out juniors are Andy Walshworth and Carl Mitchell. Walshworth captured the Heptagonal high jump crown last season and also set a school record for the 110 yard high hurdles, being 15.1.

Kuhl, in the high hurdles, set a school record of 15.1. This was made on last year’s first teams, which have been the major reason for the Penn track team’s success.

Jack Bertrum

Bert Arnold, who won the 440 yard dash, with a 49.7 time. Arnold is one of the leading stars in the field for the 440 yard dash. Bert Arnold is one of the leading stars in the field for the 440 yard dash.

The coach also has the ability of a top gun for the middle distance events. The middle distance events are the events in which Penn has been the major reason for the Penn track team’s success.

Jack Arnold

New coach Bob Bolshke, who is staying on as an assistant coach. Hubler will continue at director of the Penn Relay.

Hubler says that the primary goal of the coming indoor campaign is to win the annual Polar Bear Meet between the Red and Blue, Columbia and Princeton and the four universities and the PAC meet at the Convention Center in late June.

Monroe wants to have more athletes try to compete in the Heptagonal Championships. He looks...
Coach Burk Prepares Quaker Crew For Unpredictable Spring Competition

Thrilling finish on the Schuylkill

Probably one of the most difficult sports to predict is crew, owing to a unit in an endurance which requires teamwork, co-ordination and timing. At this point, it is exactly impossible to forecast whether a crew will possess those traits which are necessary for a successful spring season.

Right now the prospects are not bright since quite a few men have decided not to return. However, as Coach Joe Burk points out, "there's always someone who comes up with that intangible something that the right men to fill the right spots."

The Quakers had each a row in 1955. The '54 crew had a fair season, and the prospects appeared no better for 1955. But to the surprise of the experts, Peru won every one of the ten races they entered last year—Cornell taking the IRA—and again this season won the victory at the Henley Regatta.

Only Won One

From the '57 squad which won only one regular season meet—against Rutgers—but put on a hell-bent showing in the IRA's, Peru will have Frank Batts, who scored in the number seven seat, Jon Dugger from the six seat and coxswain Johny De Gunne.

Despite these departures, Peru will have an experienced oarsman at stroke when the full practice begins on the Schuylkill.

Bob Mandolios, who showed great promise as the varsity stroke last year, will be back and this will be a help since Burk, unlike last year, will not have to look for a new stroke.

Others who will return this year from the crew which finished second in the great Cornell group in the IRA's are Walt Ormiston, Jim Young, Bruce Malone, Carl Polc and Jim Wynne.

JV Roteniors


The consensus wait is wide open with the graduation of Earl Green and junior varsity rower, Herb Field. Although Peru won only one race in '57, it was unassailable.

The crew spread its season with a two-length victory over Rutgers, then facing the next three races, Peru lost the Childs Cup race to Princeton, the Blackwell Cup to Yale, and the Adams Cup to Harvard, but the tactics of defeat were never more than twice as low than half a length required the Quakers from victory in each case.

The qualifying heat in the EARS race one of Peru's best rows of the year in an hotly favored Princeton by a scant margin to get into the finals.

Peru was fourth in the finals behind victorious Cornell, Yale and Dartmouth.

The following week Peru was beaten by two ineligible in a dual race with Cornell on Taka Cayuga. This was a strong crew in the IRA's.

The 1955 Cornell crew was perhaps one of the greatest of all time. The Ivy Red crew swept an invincible Cornell, culminated by a triumph over Yale's Giana Champion at Henley-on-Thames, England, to win the Grand Challenge Cup, the featured event of the Royal Henley Regatta.

Varsity Crew

The Maine loses their entire varsity for this spring, but strong JV and freshman fonts should make the Red a threat again.

The opening Peru race with Earl Green is the first of the spring, but the whole of next season, all of the crew will be away.

Peru's lightweight crew, which failed to win a race in '57, has six men returning from last year's varsity. Coach Charles Colgan will have his second year as coach of the First '56's.

JV Five Gives More Athletes Chance To Play

Pennsylvania's junior varsity basketball team, newly instituted for the post 1955-56 season, proved itself to be an excellent testing ground for the Quaker varsity, as well as allowing a few more men to play in intermediate competition.

The Red and Blue, after dropping the first six decisions last year, moved back to win four of the last five contests to end up with a 4-7 log. The JVs have had to compete against the main varsity in the majority of their contests, with former All-Americans, and many recently NIRA stars Tim Gola and Ed Fleming, and Fort Dye, led by Gil Glenn.

The Quakers' top player was Mike Fisher, now a junior. Fisher saw some varsity action during the campaign, so did JV starters Jack Freeman and Al Schwartz.

Halfman proved itself to be the basis of one of the varsity's Ivy League encounters, scoring one last minute drive-in goal to turn an apparent 6-5 loss to Harvard into a 6-6-4 triumph.

If You Want To Join An Activity, Join The Best

Attend The Daily Pennsylvania Heeling Smoker Monday, October 8, in Houston Hall

This is a cordial invitation . . . .

TO THE INTERESTED MEMBERS

CLASS OF 1961

to visit

THE DISPLAY OFFICE OF THE

L. G. BALFOUR COMPANY

in the

HORN & HARDART BUILDING

1601 Chestnut Street

See the largest exhibit of College Fraternity and Sorority insignias in the city . . . prepare yourself for the coming pledge season . . . familiarize yourself with the shapes and design of the insignias symbolizing these various national groups . . . The last of any number of similar displays scheduled.

For the Interested Social Freshman We Can Offer Many Suggestions—

• FRATERNAL STATIONERY
• CRESTED GIFTS
• VISITING CARDS
• UNIVERSITY CLASS RINGS

CRESTED UNIVERSITY RINGS — FROM $4.75

BIRTHDAY GIFTS FOR DAD AND MOTHER Special and occasional gifts in—in—

• Key Cases • Bracelets
• Wallets • Votanities
• Plaques • Panadants
• Golf Links • Bookends
• Tie Sets • Lighters
• Cigarette Cases • Charns and Tie Bars
• Cuff Links
• Bookends
• Tie Sets
• Lighters
A Visit to Our Offices Entitles No Obligation to Buy

B. S. BROWN

LO 7-9078

A WORD OF WARNING TO ENTERING FRESHMEN!

PIZZA IS ALL WE SERVE

• We Have No Hoagies
• We Have No Daily Specials
• We Have No Bananas
• We Have No Pinball Machines

WE HAVE NOTHING BUT PIZZA

Plain Pizza — - - Fancy Pizza — - - and Pizza-Pizza

IN OTHER WORDS: WE SPECIALIZE IN PIZZA

If You Like Pizza, Love Pizza or Live for Pizza . . .

Come to the

ORIGINAL PAGANO'S PIZZERIA

3614 WALNUT STREET

For There You Will Get Pizza at Its Very Best

FOR DELIVERY AND INFO ON PIZZA PARTY CATERING CALL EV 2-4105

We Proudly Announce the Opening of Our New Branch Store at 7142 HAVERFORD AVENUE
All Six Netmen Are Returning For This Year

With the entire starting lineup back for another season, the 1961-1962 team has a lot to look forward to. Last season, coach Wallace Johnson's team posted a winning record for only the second time in school history. It was the second consecutive year that the team finished in the top four in the Eastern Intercollegiate Lacrosse League which includes the Ivy schools and Army and Navy. Penn's win was the second in a row.

Junior goalie, Mike Fenster, who has been in goal for the last three years, is one of the outstanding senior players in the League this year. Captain Ralph Levitch, a senior in his third year of varsity play, gives the team a strong veteran guard. Fenster and Levitch backed up at third and fourth, respectively.

Because Gerry Finnerman and Steve Eades entered the NFL, the intercollegiate level, Mike Fenster was chosen as the team captain.

LaCrosse Latest Addition To Penn Sports Scene

The team is looking forward to the return of Mike Fenster to the playing lineup. The team with a good chance of making a change in the Luhrmacher league and improving its standing in the Ivy League. The team is looking forward to the return of Mike Fenster to the playing lineup. The team with a good chance of making a change in the Luhrmacher league and improving its standing in the Ivy League.

Hockey To Return to Pennsylvania for a Long Absence from the Quaker's sports scene. Though not recognized as an official University athletic team, the hockey team, organized mainly through the efforts of Ron Grober, looks forward to becoming a University sponsored sport in the near future.

Hockey returned to Pennsylvania for the first time in 20 years and the Quaker shutout the Pennant in 3-1 after the 1982 season. The Quakers' return to play in the Coliseum is presently on a club basis, which means that it does not enter University intra-squad competition. The Quakers' interest in a true college league, the Intercollegiate League, is in great danger.

Penn senior, Ron Grober, a former hockey player at the University of Pennsylvania and a member of the Philadelphia club, is the team's captain. Grober has played on the University of Pennsylvania hockey team and is a member of the Intercollegiate League. The team, organized mainly through the efforts of Ron Grober, looks forward to becoming a University sponsored sport in the near future.

Nine Looks To Better Dismal '57 Campaign

Juniors Hold Key to Fortunes of Quaker Cross-Country Team

Junior hold the key to the fortunes of the University of Pennsylvania cross-country team. Despite the reorganization of the team, two years of consistent performances by the team have given the Quakers good reason to be "looking toward" enough. Grober has his team together and scheduled two contests in the area.

Penn's goals are for Steve Williams, the only senior on the Coliseum, to play in goal for the future by winning both of their contests. The team, organized mainly through the efforts of Ron Grober, is presently on a club basis, which means that it does not enter University inter-squad competition. Penn, under the leadership of Ron Grober, is one of the strongest teams in the Ivy League.

Penn senior, Ron Grober, a former hockey player at the University of Pennsylvania and a member of the Intercollegiate League, is in great danger. The Quakers' return to play in the Coliseum is presently on a club basis, which means that it does not enter University intra-squad competition. The Quakers' interest in a true college league, the Intercollegiate League, is in great danger.
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Junior hold the key to the fortunes of the University of Pennsylvania cross-country team. Despite the reorganization of the team, two years of consistent performances by the team have given the Quakers good reason to be "looking toward" enough. Grober has his team together and scheduled two contests in the area.
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Juniors hold the key to the fortunes of the University of Pennsylvania cross-country team. Despite the reorganization of the team, two years of consistent performances by the team have given the Quakers good reason to be "looking toward" enough. Grober has his team together and scheduled two contests in the area.

University of Pennsylvania Glee Club welcomes the freshmen and invites all men of 1961 to audition for the fun of singing on the campus. For visiting leading girls' schools for exciting tours.

Welcome Freshmen, you are only 6 blocks from DEEMER'S ESSEX SERVICENTER

FORTY-FOURTH AND WALNUT STREETS

BA 2-6774

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY SERVICE

We Honor Credit Cards From These Companies:

Standard Oil (Kentucky) Chevron National Credit Card Phillips "6"
Standard Oil (New Jersey) Mid Continent Petroleum Co.
Standard Oil (Indiana) Utah Oil Refining Co.
Humble Oil & Refining

DEEMER'S ESSEX SERVICENTER

The Daily Pennsylvania Student, Tuesday,
September 3, 1961

JACK MCLINCOY
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Fencing Team Strong Again; Golfers' Potential Very High

Penn's varsity fencing team will be strong again this year and could finish very high in the Ivy Fencing League. The Quakers took third last year.

Columbia went through its league schedule unbeaten and appears to have a good chance to repeat.

Leading the list of Penn returning men is Joe Trimbile, who won the top seed in the league in his division. Trimbile also placed second in the all-Ivy tournament at Dartmouth.

Star returnee, Big Colon, John Leach, and Arte Lavidaros will also be seeking places on the team.

The sales division was Penn's only losing weapon. Big Colon and John Leach both ranked below the top thirty. The biggest blow will be the loss of Joe Trimbile, who won in his division and will be back to improve on last year's data.

The team will have Don Hartman, who placed second in the Eastern Intercollegiate Fencing Championship, and last year's captain, J. Gordon Poston, Penn coach. Louis Cahen can still count on Don McMillan as well as a few promising freshmen.

Squash Courts Being Erected To Help Team

Despite the return of the better men, prospects for Pennsylvania's varsity squash team are not bright. The Quakers have not scored in two of the past three years.

Lack of newcomers playing favorites has placed the team in a disfavored stratum in the Ivy League, in which all the other clubs have facilities ranging from Harvard's 71 courts to Cornell's eight.

The Thomas Eise-Moore Center, scheduled for completion in February, will place Penn on an equal basis with their Ivy counterparts, but will be completed too late to help this year's team.

Co-captain Axl Johnson and Frank Cohen lead the returning penners on Wallace Johnson's squad. Howard Sarnicki, Bill Hanlon, John Barlow, and Max Frankman make up the contingent of new men. The first men's position all season will be the first. Both halves will also place high in the order.

The season opens as an exhibition in the Hoblitzelle Gymnasium, will go to the University of the five-facility facilities in the fall. Plans call for the creation of ten courts at a cost of $52,000.

Wrestling Squad Hopes To Hit Winning Stride

Hope for improvement will be the keystone of the 1957 Penn wrestling squad. Hampered by injuries and lack of depth last year, Coach Charlie Toohey was able to win only one match and post a 1-11 record for the season.

With some promising wrestling freshmen from last year's freshman squad and eight returning veterans, the picture is not as dismal as the past record indicates.

Junior Jim Kinter, who holds down the 157 pound position, is one of the men when the Quakers are expecting a rise. Kinter blossomed into a real standout, and was one of the men who competed in the Eastern Intercollegiate Wrestling Association, championships held March 30-April 1.

Penn's wrestling, up from last year's fourth team, looks like a promising team in the heavy-weight division. Last season, he was undefeated until the final match of the season.

This year, thanks to Frank Kalay and Bill LeBonte, he will be at 177 pounds. In the lower weights, joining Joe Nardelli, at 155 pounds, and senior John Petuch, at 177, will be back. Jim Fisher, who held down the starting spot in the 157 pound class until he was injured, will also return.

Bill Curbaker, outside of last year's freestyle squad, should be a valuable addition to the varsity this year. All Black, wrestling at 157 pounds, should also provide depth this year.
Chances for Ivy Football Title Hinge On Depth, Experienced Veterans

(Continued from Page 4)
Only three regulars were lost through graduation as 17 returning return to the edition this fall. The outstanding backfield returns as senior Frank Kelly, center, and the front three, four return to the team for the lost three seasons. Kelly is listed as one of the returners of the team. 

However, Ross has been told that he has to shift Kelly into his flanker and move Mike Offer to outside. To explain this move, Ross states that Kelly can do the best job for the team at the top post. In the list, Kelly Kelly, one of the new sophomores to the team in 1956, is being shifted from left guard to center on offense and will remain in a defensive backfield.

Kelly will have a new mentor this year in former Penn guard and present star for the professional Pittsburgh Steelers. Chuck Baersten, has been added to the Quaker coaching staff. Another addition to the staff is Dr. John Renton, law lecturer, but assistant at Cushing for many years. Renton will help in the task of defensive planning.

Baersten will have two fine junior backs under his wing in Don Tregear and Tom Whelan, both of whom fly the flag at 220 pounds. There are also one of the best veteran backs in the East, Chuck Compton. Pete Reihlman, one of the great men of the football team, is expected to return from the football team. He has played for the last two years in 1956, 1957, and will guard post. Reihlman, a junior, member of these two may be in the backfield.

The Quakers also have the same football strength amidst the three with junior Frank Kelly and senior Bill Young, who missed the entire 1956 season because of injuries.

Ross King, a fourth-year junior and the team's best pass blocker, is a leading right halfback candidate, while John Wright, a junior return to his high school position of left halfback after a year at fullback.

Ross Rich, varsity signal-caller for the last two seasons, and Tom Forrest, who returns to school, will battle Kelly for the quarterback spot.

Running back the 1957 Quaker attack, there figure to be more backs than the usual two with the return of Mike Offer and the addition of several sophomores. The backfield will be throwing a lot more on the pitchout play and there will be added speed in the backfield.

As for defense, fewer starters will be made since the depth at all positions will enable Bob to utilize more freely and thereby check fatigue. The seasonal junior and senior linemen will not exceed the usual minutes attributed to inexperienced.

The Quakers will open the 1957 season September 28 with a non-League game against Penn State at Penn State will launch their non-League campaign a week later against Dartmouth. Both games are to be played at home.

The Red and Blue then journey to Princeton and Brown on successive Saturdays before playing their season and last non-League contest on Franklin Field against Notre Dame on October 5. After playing the Navy games, both Harvard and Stanford will come to Philadelphia. In its last away game, the Quakers will be in New York and close the season with the traditional Thanksgiving Day game with Cornell.

COACH STEVE SERIO

HOTEL

Normandie
CHESTNUT AT THIRTY-SIXTH STREET

Welcomes the Seniors of 1961

- Two Blocks from College Hall
- Ten Minutes from Center City
- Five Minutes from Penna. R. R. Station

IDEAL LOCATION FOR PARENTS OF CLASS OF 1961

THE IVY CLUB

The Leading Independent Social Organization on Campus

Freshmen: Here is Your Opportunity To Have...
- TERRIFIC DATED SOCIALS
- STAG DANCES WITH GIRLS FROM LOCAL COLLEGES
- INTERMURAL ATHLETICS
- DISCUSSION GROUPS WITH NOTED CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
- AND MANY MORE

We Invite You To Attend Our Membership Meeting

OCTOBER 2 In Houston Hall

Watch THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN for Further Notice
**Sports Seminar**

**Jazzman ‘Cool’ on Ice** by Bernie Schneyer

For the time being, the Penalty Box will go on control. Little Ron Grober, just entering his second year at the College, finally succeeded last week in swimming an ice hockey rink after two previous years of trying and failing.

Happily, his latest effort will a welcome sight, emerging unmanned from a brief two-game schedule that, at the last minute, was to go unplayed. What's more, it made conditions extremely pleasant. The main event was getting organized in the first place, and that the entertainings would wind up with splendid simple story, instantly moment.

Grober, who was left for emergency roster in the SHL, did not like to see himself from name cards, for it was better to have them close in with splendid simple story, instantly moment.

All the while, the little guy who travels around Europe with his Qullar City ski in his epochal ski was burning the limitless side of featuring an unlimited outfit from handy Barberie, a saviscome to name cards, the mystery shows of the Wilsonian Empire for the Philadelphia Arena. Then there was the Collings. The only way to the Collings City, with any sort of winning feel, was to name cards, the Collings Barberie, he helped arrange the Ravine Lake and hurdles. Tell me of the 45th Street and Market structure for entertainment. This and the Philadelphia Barberie wasn't using it nor the Collings Lake where he was scheduled a contest.

Moreover, in the early part of Art Jamir and Art Tyr

Ron Grober, of course, enjoyed a two-fold advantage in the transaction. The third one is: The Arena would be a brand new college game, possibly at a half back a three.

The big three over the Arena would present a host of tired new college fans who would flock to the festivities and enjoy the antics of the funny, crook and quirky spirit.

Grober, no fool either, accepted all future invitations, and a little bit of hockey was made. The first and third game in a couple of exciting triumphs on Arena ice, éclipsing LaFarge in a battle 3-1 over and shacking Columbia, also a non-try hockey club. It is a surprisingly easy recorder.

Built along the lines of a fomby hound with crew cut, Bonnie screeched, battled, body-charged and hunted his tour along with a membership in the Ivy Hockey League his eventual aim. Betty best even, heading into the boudoirs such tasty infatuations as the appointment guest of a former Montreal Royals' star as Penn coach. Naturally a waiting room, it proved somewhat of an arrest. Herb Gardiner, in his few minutes with the team, straightened it out on a couple of fundamental.

About the only disappointment in the entire maneuver was the medley put on by the students' part. And, even from that, desserts, there emerged a pretty fair episode. The first game was over pretty quickly, but consider the short time the players allotted themselves to dress up business. The sword lift, which management set aside for a Saturday—clinically their busiest skating day—bund a slightly lesser number of fans in attendance, the argument being that a steady qulj reign afternoon was more conducive to tailing in Fairmount Park than watching a bunch of fellows tumble around on the.

Grober, the aisle fans had made their point. The weather was just tiring, a tough breath all around. But strictly on past performance, the fans and the fans would have paid their way in and the afternoon been bloody? The way they have been turning out for chaos Paladins basketball fullbackers the past two years, a few fans would seem a conservative estimate.

All this boosting must have a moral. It's true. With four years ahead of you at Pennsylvania, you're going to run up against some of the most deeply enfeebled athletic ability in the country. You will have to be ready for maximum abilities; it must come together. There will be complaints about the poor showings of teams, but it must be legitimate.

There will also be a few guys like Ronni Grober, who, having fancied they want something, got about it.

---

FRESHMAN ISSUE

now on sale at the University. 25c an issue

Clip out and mail this coupon to have the magazine waiting when you arrive.

*Our name for a combination of talent, spirit and hard work.*
FROM THE JUNIOR BALCONY DOWN THIS WALK MARCH HUNDREDS OF JUNIORS IN THE TRADITIONAL CANE MARCH.

It is another step in the life of a Penn Man, a symbolization of his progress through the Junior Class. This is but one of the traditions the ivy-covered walls about you represent.

You freshmen have four of the most formative years of your lives ahead of you—four years crowded with learning, friendship, fun and memories. Your main objective will be that of scholarship. You are here to learn. The best educational resources in the country are set before you. The rest is up to you.

Although scholarship is your prime goal, there is much in addition to be gained from college. High on this list is learning how to live and work with other people. You will gain this experience of living and working with others through a variety of extra-curricular activities and fraternal associations.

Your "Time for Decision" will come in the spring semester when you will be presented with the Fraternity Question—one of the most important decisions you will make in college. In fairness to both fraternity members and incoming freshmen the Inter-Fraternity Council has revised its regulations to permit contact between fraternity members and freshmen previous to the rushing period—provided that the contact is neither at a fraternity house nor the freshman dormitories.

The I.F.C. is composed of the presidents of the 37 fraternities plus three elected administrative officers. Its objectives are unity among the various houses, co-operation, scholastic attainment and the promotion of extra-curricular activities. Its counsel is that you choose your fraternity after much deliberation, for here you will find lasting friendships, your social life, much enjoyment and a sincere development of your personality.

THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL

ACACIA
ALPHA CHI RH0
ALPHA EPSILON PI
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
BETA SIGMA RHO
BETA THETA PI
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON
DELTA PHI
DELTA PSI
DELTA TAU DELTA
DELTA UPSILON
KAPPA ALPHA
KAPPA NU
KAPPA SIGMA
PHI GAMMA DELTA
PHI KAPPA PSI
PHI KAPPA SIGMA
PHI SIGMA DELTA
PHI ALPHA
PHI DELTA THETA
PHI EPSILON PI
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
PI KAPPA ALPHA
PI LAMBDA PHI
PSI UPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA MU
SIGMA CHI
SIGMA NU
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
TAU DELTA PHI
TAU EPSILON PHI
THETA CHI
THETA XI
ZETA BETA TAU
ZETA PSI